MRTI Feed

Adaptive and accurate intelligence streams at
your fingertips

Barcelona – London – San Francisco

Machine Readable Threat Intelligence Feed
Enterprise organizations are under attack every
second of every day from cybercriminals. Among the
most severe threats to business, the techniques used
by adversaries are becoming ever-more targeted,
sophisticated and successful.
Every second, Blueliv scours and analyzes hundreds
of sources to turn global threat data into relevant
intelligence. Our expert analyst team separately
monitors threats and attack characteristics from a
different perspective to successfully anticipate illicit
intentions and outcomes.
Blueliv’s Threat Intelligence Data Feed arms clients
with ultra-fresh data, plugged into their existing
setup, to protect their assets from online threats.
Part of our pay-as-you-need model, the solution
provides automated security and high-impact results
immediately. The intel is accessible to all levels,
meaning that any user can understand what attack
vectors malicious actors are using, understand and
act on indicators of compromise (IOCs), and deploy
mitigation solutions.

Key benefits
1. Gives organizations power to define tactical 5. Offers access to open, private and propriety
and strategic responses
sources, including sinkholes, malware
repositories, black markets, social media
2. Removes blindspots in the cyberthreat
networks
landscape
with
real-time,
detailed
information from the open, deep and dark 6. Adds intelligence to security controls for
web
highly dynamic, adaptive and automated
protection
3. Full API access and plugins to integrate the
feed with other security systems
7. STIX / TAXII support for easy informationsharing and collaboration
4. Reveals malicious URLs, botnet IPs, C&C
servers, exploit kits, phishing campaign
8. Flexible monthly subscription with unlimited
number of queries

What sort of data do you receive?
Bot IPs: Infected IPs, affected OS data, user
agent, IP address, geolocation, version, status…

Crimeservers: Malware distribution domains,
C&Cs, phishing, exploit kits, backdoors, IDs,
geolocations, domains, ASN ID, status…

Hacktivist activities: Social monitoring related
to hacktivism operations, including Ops, hashtags,
geolocation, tweet info

TOR IPs: Detect and monitor TOR exit nodes
Malware: Hashes, families, forensic advice

Attacking IPs: Data related to IPs performing
attacks, such as port scan, brute force, directory
scan…
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Capabilities
Blueliv’s Threat Intelligence Data Feed helps build a holistic and adaptive security infrastructure.
Global threat intelligence, delivered locally:
Intelligent threat identification is achieved through a
combination of malware sandboxes, honeypots, honey
clients and spam mailboxes that allow companies to
identify threat actors around the world.
Continuous, real-time updates: We are constantly
monitoring threats, updating them in real-time and
providing our clients with ultra-fresh intelligence. This
dynamic stream allows customers and their security
anlaysts to identify clear IOCs and manage threats
effectively. Our multi-sourced information helps clients
reduce their false positive ratio.
Comprehensive, unlimited queries: The Feed
provides data relating to crimeservers, bot IPs, malware
hashes, attacking IPs from honeypots, hacktivist activites
and TOR IPs. The data is collected from a wide range
of open, private and proprietary intelligence sources,
including alliances with different organizations, before
being aggregated and shared with csutomers.

allowing rapid dispersion to cloud and on-site
infrastructure. Blueliv supports STIX/TAXII standard
to represent structured cyberthreat information and
enable information sharing. Feeds are also available
using REST architecture with HTTP protocol and
JSON formats.
Rapid implementation: Simple to set-up,
frictionlessly integrated with your SIEM, firewall, IPs
and other security products through our APIs or
official security vendor application marks. Plugins
are available for several SIEMs, including Splunk,
AlienVault, ArcSight, Logstash and LogPoint, with a
powerful SDK for integration.

Business Benefits
Make smart use of limited internal security
resource
Ingest large amounts of global intelligence

Machine-readable threat intelligence: The data is
translated from human to machine-readable formats,

Make the move towards strategic threat
intelligence with speed
No additional software needed

About Blueliv
Blueliv is a leading cyberthreat intelligence provider, headquartered from
Barcelona, Spain. We scour the open, deep and dark web to deliver fresh,
automated and actionable threat intelligence to organizations, helping protect
their networks from the outside in. We enable organizations to save time and
resource by accelerating incident response performance, providing user-friendly
evidence accessible to all levels within cybersecurity operations teamswith our
pay-as-you-need solution. We do not believe in a one-size-fits-all approach, and
work together to configure a modular solution tailored to customer needs using
separate intelligence modules, all backed up by our world-class in-house analyst
team. Blueliv was named Enterprise Security and Enterprise Threat Detection
2018 category winners by Computing.co.uk, ‘Threat Intelligence Company of the
Year2018’ by Cybersecurity Breakthrough, a Gartner ‘Cool Vendor,’ andGo-Ignite
winner, in addition to holding affiliate membership of FS-ISAC for several years.
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